
a Pleasure of ‘sect. 

I found nothing disasterous - in n St, bub under Lined several passages as be’ she 

incorreet or questionable: (1) the statement that B "has delved into the 26 

vyolumes® — we know pebbers (2) that it was possible by means of the Zap " 

film "to determine the Precise moment when each of the occupanbs was 3 m1 mt a 

—- pot true with reference to Gey Gonnally; (3) the lapsed time ineeSy6.. ss 

overlooks the W's speculation of almost 8 seconds if the first shot missed 

‘some such offerings cy) the opinion of the "neuro-surgeon, a member of the fe 

of one of the best know 2 Schools of medicine® -— who might k that be? and wh : 

the name not stipulated ? (5) that it is precisely tat this moment - (frames J 

212) that the Wo claims the first shot was fired — actually between frames { : 

and 225, as I recall, as to admit that it could have been as early as 207 woule 

rule out a shot from the SBD windows and (6) I don't recall that Més Gabel: a : 

mentioned seeing smoke or policenen running to the wall sear the RR yards, a 

Still, as I said before, none of these errors are catastrophic, and. 
perhaps they are surprisingly few, considering the trans—cceanic lines of =~ 

communication between the "author" and the source. I think that my main” 
disappointment with the arbicle is that it. is somehow diffused and Lackhag’.- : 

in real impact or foons, I had questioned my own reaction, on the grounis: > 

that the material was already so faniliar that it could not possibly have 
dramatic impacts but both Isabel and my molasses in the office made the samp. — 

comment, without being spurred by anything I said, 
-*‘When all is said and a done, I think the uLtimate effect of the aries e 

it is too soon yet to assess whether the article is ‘going to filter ack 

or make any meaningful difference to the complacent brain-washed insular p 
but surely it presents a possibility,. whereas without the Paris: veteh story 
there would not be even that ground for: hope. Do please . let me ‘hear from ye 
before you leave, or drop me a Line fran Paris, ard et me inom a 

your way backs | | With 


